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Dynamics of carriers in resonantly excited quantum-well lasers studied
by intersubband absorption
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Using infrared picosecond pulses to probe the intersubband absorption of GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum-well lasers following their optical excitation, we directly measure the dynamics of carriers
in these devices. We find no evidence for excitonic gain even at cryogenic temperatures and
resonant excitonic excitation. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!05221-9#
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The dynamics of charge carriers and the lasing mec
nisms in semiconductor lasers have been very intensi
studied for many years.1–3 It is commonly accepted that in
bulk and heterostructure based semiconductor lasers, st
lated emission and gain is achieved by the creation of e
tron and hole plasmas for which their individual quasi-Fer
energies separation is larger than the semiconductor fu
mental band gap.4 However, exciton related mechanism
such as stimulated emission through annihilation of locali
excitons,5–7 exciton–exciton interaction or biexcito
decay,8,9 exciton-optical phonon interaction,10 and exciton
condensation,11,12 were also considered.

In this work, we use resonantly tuned visible picoseco
~ps! pulse in order to pump the laser sample while the
namics of the photoexcited electrons is probed by synch
nous infrared~IR! pulse which is spectrally tuned into the
intersubband transitions. In this photoinduced absorp
~PIA! technique, the IR probe pulse induces optical tran
tions only between photoexcited carrier levels. In mark
contrast with the commonly used interband probe pulse,1–3 it
does not generate electron-hole pairs. Thus, by avoiding
exclusion principle restrictions, it is particularly suitable f
testing the lasing mechanism.

The molecular beam epitaxially grow
GaAs/Al0.33Ga0.67As semiconductor heterostructure laser d
vices are schematically described in Fig. 1~b!. The active
region contains 25 periods of a 6 nm thick layer of GaAs
well and a 12 nm thick layer of Al0.33Ga0.67As barrier. Two 1
mm thick layers of Al0.5Ga0.5As surround the active region i
order to separately confine the optical mode. In Fig. 1~a! we
schematically present the device as prepared for the op
studies. The two edges of the sample were polished at 45
order to enable intersubband absorption~ISBA! measure-
ments using ap-polarized infrared beam.13 The substrate was
then thinned and 600mm cavity length laser bars wer
cleaved perpendicular to the 45° polished surfaces.

The lasers were optically pumped at various excitat
densities,I ex, below and above their lasing threshold by
above band gap, spectrally tunable, cavity dumped ps
laser at a repetition rate of 4 MHz. The induced ISBA w
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resonantly probed by a spectrally tuned mid-IR picoseco
pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. These frequency
ference generated probe pulses are synchronized with
pump pulses. The temporal evolution of the ISBA after t
excitation pulse was studied by varying the probe delay ti
while measuring the transmission through the IR wavegu
using 4 MHz lock-in detection.13,14 The setup temporal and
spectral resolutions are 4 ps and 1 meV~both in the visible
and in the IR!, respectively.

In Fig. 2 ~left scale! we display the emission spectrum
along the laser cavity at 20 mW excitation intensity. Dash
~dotted! line shows the spontaneous~stimulated! emission as

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematics of the optical experiment. A visible pump pu
induces lasing along the cavity direction, while the PIA is probed by an
pulse;~b! the layered structure.
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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measured with the excitation spot elongated parallel~perpen-
dicular! to the laser bar. The temporally integrated photo
duced ISBA,*a isbdt, spectrum of the lasers~inset to Fig. 2!
is dominated by theE1 –E2 electronic transition at 172
meV. The exciting photon energy dependence of the rela
intensity of this resonance is presented in Fig. 2~solid line,
right scale!. The lowest energy heavy- and light-hole exc
tonic resonances~HH1 and LH1, respectively! are clearly
resolved; we note that the spontaneous~stimulated! emission
peaks at 1.625~1.615! eV, 5 ~15! meV below the HH1 reso-
nance. In the following measurements, the laser bars are
tically pumped at HH1 and are probed atE1 –E2. We mea-
sure PIA transients at various intersubband spec
positions, and then spectrally integrate them in order to
low the dynamics of the photoexcited electron population

In the left ~center! panel of Fig. 3 we display the spec
trally integrated ISBA,*a isbdE, transients for three differ-
ent I ex under nonlasing~lasing! pump spot orientation. The
insets show the temporally and spectrally integrated ISB
*a isbdtdE, vs I ex. We note that in the nonlasing case, t
average electronic population atE1, as measured by
*a isbdtdE, grows sub-linearly withI ex due to the bleaching
of the excitonic resonance at high excitation densities.15 In
this case,*a isbdE decays exponentially with a single cha
acteristic lifetime of.300 ps which is almost independent
I ex.

Under lasing conditions~center panel!, the threeI ex val-
ues correspond to threshold (.10 mW, which we estimate to
be equivalent to.4.531011cm22), below threshold~3 mW!
and above it~30 mW!. We note that below lasing thresho
and at long time after the excitation, the ISBA decays w
the same characteristic single lifetime, as under the nonla
conditions. Above threshold, the maximum absorption d
not change much with increasing intensity, which is a cl

FIG. 2. Above threshold spontaneous~dashed line!, and stimulated~dotted
line! emission spectra of the laser sample~left scale! together with its PIA
excitation~solid line! spectrum~right scale!. The inset presents*a isbdt.
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indication that the electronic density is clamped to its thre
old level. After reaching its maximum, the absorption fir
rapidly drops, until it reaches a certain level below which
continues to decay characteristically. Similar results were
tained for another sample and also for higher, nonreson
excitation energies.

The dynamic PIA measurements presented in Fig. 3
a direct measure of the population ofE1 as the time evolves
As lasing conditions are reached, at or before the end of
pump pulse (.8 ps), E1 is forced to depopulate due to th
immense number of cavity photons during laser acti
Therefore, the maximum of the ISBA is almost unchang
above threshold. After the electron density drops bel
threshold~at .50 ps), the depopulation ofE1 is still rapid
due to yet quite strong stimulated emission. When the e
tron density drops further~at .150 ps), the population in-
version as well as the photon density decrease, leadin
spontaneous emission only during the last temporal de
stage. We have quantitatively simulated the transient beh
ior of the short optical pulse pumped quantum well las
using a simple two coupled rate equations model. We h
assumed electron and hole plasmas with a single lasing m
and spatially independent densities:16

dN/dt5R2N/t2vggnph, ~1!

dnph/dt52nph/tc1Gvggnph, ~2!

whereN(t) @nph(t)# is theE1 electron~cavity photon! den-
sity, andR(t) represents a Gaussian shaped pump pulse
tered at zero time with FWHM54 ps. The confinement fac
tor, dictated by the well to barrier thickness ratio isG
50.33, and the group velocity of light in the active layer

FIG. 3. *a isbdE vs delay time for three pump intensities. The left~center!
panel describes the sample in nonlasing~lasing! pumping configuration, and
the right panel describes our model simulations for the lasing configura
The insets present*a isbdtdE vs I ex .
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html.
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vg50.6631010cm/s.16 The gain,g(N), as a function of the
carrier density at 10 K is calculated using an eight bandk"p
model.17 TheE1 electron population spontaneous lifetime
t5300 ps, as directly deduced from our measurements~Fig.
3!. tc is the photon lifetime in the cavity. It depends on t
photon round-trip time,T52nL/c, and on the mirror reflec-
tions (R1 ,R2) and cavity loss (a0): tc5T/@2a0L
2 ln(R1R2)#56 ps.

The calculated electron density as a function of time
the estimated experimentalI ex is presented in Fig. 3~right
panel!. In general, our simple model calculations quanti
tively describe the experimental measurements. In partic
the ‘‘clamping’’ of the carrier density to its threshold densi
by the stimulated emission18 is quantitatively reproduced
~see inset!. In one detail, however, there is a significant d
viation between the experiment and model. The calculati
give a temporally short (.1 ps) significant increase in th
carrier density when it reaches threshold, and before the
creasing photon density force it back to its threshold val
This behavior was not observed experimentally, proba
due to lack of temporal resolution.

In summary, using a unique time-resolved optical te
nique, we are able to directly measure the dynamics of
riers in resonantly optically pumped GaAs/AlGaAs quantu
well lasers. We find that lasing starts at the end of the re
nant excitation pulse and that it lasts for about 40 ps. Dur
lasing the carrier density is almost clamped to its thresh
value. Our theoretical analysis yields that even at the fav
able conditions of cryogenic temperature and resonant e
tonic excitation, there is no indication for excitonic gain
these devices.
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